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INSTILL CONFIDENCE IN YOUR SALES 

WHAT’S DRIVING SALES ENABLEMENT IN 2015?

Sales enablement should be a serious topic for just about any forward 
thinking B2B technology company sales executive.  

Here are a few reasons:

• It can take 9-12 months+ to fully ramp a new sales person, and natu-
ral attrition rates can mean that up to 20-25% of your sales team may 
need to be replaced annually. 

• Companies are realizing that better product knowledge is not ‘sales 
enablement’.  Shaving weeks or even months off the ramp-up time for 

new sales hires, compressing sales cycle times and improving deal 
sizes and win rates for the average performer, can translate into mil-
lions of dollars in additional revenue.  We call this building a 
stronger “sales middle class”.

• Less sales reps are making quota, win rates are falling, buying and 
selling dynamics are changing dramatically.  The bottom line is that 
it’s harder than ever to engage and sell effectively.

Yet, some companies still cling to anachronistic thinking and process.  

According to recent B2B studies by SiriusDecisions and CEB, the dy-
namic between the Buyer and Seller has changed.  Buyer’s are not en-
gaging with sales for 60%-70% of their evaluation process.  That’s a 
frightening stat for any sales exec, who must realize that you simply 
can’t dictate your sales process to the prospect anymore.  Sales has 
more pressure than ever to execute flawlessly in order to win.  



BUYERS NOW DRIVE THE SELLING PROCESS

Business buyers are more sophisticated than ever and control when 
they engage with sales people.  The days of dictating a sales process 
to your customer has fundamentally shifted towards understanding 
your customer’s buying process and aligning your sales and market-
ing processes to it for an optimal outcome.  

This is at the core of our approach to Sales Enablement.  It is ulti-
mately the “join” between corporate GTM strategy and successful 
field sales execution.   What are the key business conversations that 
will resonate with your key stakeholders?  What is your point of view 
(POV) that you bring to the table as a domain expert?

So, somewhere between ‘pistol-whipping’ and ‘spoon feeding’ the 
sales team is an enablement process that captures and codifies sales 
best practices, as well as what not to do.  It’s as simple at that, yet:

• Why do so many companies have new product information masquer-
ading as Sales Enablement? 

• Why do the same sales mistakes keep happening over and over?  

• Why do companies use their sales kickoff as an exercise in death by 
PowerPoint?

• Why do they send in paint-by-numbers sales trainers with an anach-
ronistic methodology that’s not relevant in today’s world? 

We believe you need to design, develop and teach from a field sales 
perspective because they are your front line and are closest to the 
customer.  All of our Field Sales Guides are customized to each of our 
customer’s specific needs. Our training is experiential based role play 
training with mock customer scenarios that are an amalgamation of 
real world sales best and worst practices to avoid gleaned from our 
discovery efforts with your top sales performers, laggards, and cus-
tomers. 

We pride ourselves on our Progressive Sales Enablement.   This 
means we do not sell another new sales training methodology or offer 
product training. We address this new B2B Sales world and develop 
the sales capabilities that are most important for your sales team to 
engage and sell more effectively.
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WHY TRUE SALES RESULTS?

We receive rave reviews from clients for the field sales guides and ex-
periential sales training that we deliver.  Our real world experience is 
our number one asset.  Our sales enablement programs are not ge-
neric - they are tailored to the needs of our clients based on what’s 
needed in their sales team.

We’ve worked out a highly successful for-
mula for sales enablement, including: 

• We dig out the best selling practices 
from field subject matter experts, turn it 
into world-class content and train oth-
ers to understand it and use it with the 
latest workshop training techniques.  

• Our sales-driven approach focuses on 
making sales managers better coaches 
and addresses real sales team capability and productivity gaps.  
We focus on what the team needs to do, as a whole and as individu-
als, to reduce ramp up times, increase deal sizes, optimize territo-
ries, engage more effectively, and improve their overall selling effec-
tiveness. 

• We create world class enablement content, online lessons and certi-
fication for how sales people learn - in bite-sized, easily digestible 
chunks in multiple formats, from simple web pages to polished 
guides to best practices videos, and interactive training workshops.

•   Extensive use of real world scenario role playing in our workshops.  
Creating and training using real world customer scenarios is an art 

form that we understand and the outcome is ac-
tionable learning that can be applied the next day 
on the job.  

•   Training artifacts for both attendees and manag-
ers that can actually be used after the training, 
such as Field Sales Guides, Sales Playbooks, Com-
petitive Positioning Guides, Customer Case Sto-
ries, Discovery Frameworks, Model Sales Best 
Practices Videos, etc.

• The culmination of our sales enablement process 
is often an intensive ‘proficiency’ sales boot camp, where all the 
learning is wrapped into an intensive few days designed to put the 
sales team on the spot to demonstrate that they learned and are ca-
pable of successfully selling through a simulated sales process. 
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FIND SOMEONE WHO CARES

WHO WE WORK WITH

• Senior level executives, ranging from Chief Revenue Officer, VP of 
Sales, Marketing or Sales Operations.  Our engagements can also 
start with a Director level of Sales Enablement or Product Marketing, 
but generally also require a level of commitment from the top (at 
least to fix the pain and that the current way of selling isn’t working).

• Funded startups with aggressive growth goals in the enterprise; 
‘scale-up’ companies with $5M+ in existing annual revenues that 
are rapidly growing; F1000 companies with stagnant sales, a new 
product or market, or a new sales leader in place with a huge num-
ber.

• Can be any progressively-minded VP of Sales with a large number, 
an obvious skills gap in the team and next-to-no-time to ramp.  We 
operate much faster than any internal team and are often pulled in in 
situations when the deadlines are tight and the internal team flailing.

• CMO’s and VP’s of Marketing may also be a target, but may also re-
sist the idea of change from a consulting company.  We turn things 
on their head and provide blunt feedback.

•  Primarily, but not exclusively, B2B technology companies with com-
plex enterprise sales situations.   We’ve worked extensively in di-
verse solutions areas such as enterprise software, Big Data, Cloud, 
Mobile, Security, Predictive Analytics, Decision Modeling, Open 
Source, SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, Data Center Technology Solutions, and 
even Healthcare and Insurance.

WHAT THEY CARE ABOUT

•  Putting rails on a track in a new direction while stoking the engine 
and driving the train at full speed.   Senior level sales execs realize 
that they need experienced help in scaling the sales team to full pro-
ductivity.  They also want us to leave behind an internal enablement 
process that is effective and useful.

• Compressing new sales rep ramp-up time (sometimes referred to as 
on-boarding) or reducing the time-to-failure and replacement which 
can add millions of dollars to the bottom line for a growing sales-
force.

•  Introducing a new product or service, or entering a new territory or 
market, that requires rapid understand of a different selling ap-



proach in a large team, or in working with other matrixed sales 
teams in the organization to help them sell your stuff too.

• Improving selling effectiveness (increasing deal sizes, improving 
win rates, territory revenue optimization, cross selling, renewal rates, 
and so on.)  This is an age-old problem, but sales leaders who see 
that old approaches are not working and need innovation are our 
sweet spot as we are not tied to any particular sales methodology. 

OUR VALUE PROP & POSITIONING VERSUS COMPETITORS

Our value prop as an elevator pitch is as follows.

“In today’s complex buyer-led  B2B selling environment, True 
Sales Results can engineer a progressive sales enablement pro-
gram that dramatically compresses the ramp up time of your new 
reps and helps your average performers sell more effectively.  We 
improve the effectiveness of your team by identifying and devel-
oping content/training on your specific sales best practices and 
as a result, can add millions of dollars to your bottom line.” 

In comparison to old fashioned sales training companies with their ge-
neric methodologies, we position ourselves as field sales focused, pro-
gressive and unbiased. We come armed with a system focused on 

overall ramp-up and effectiveness of your sales team across the entire 
engagement process with your buyers, not just a point skill.

In comparison to internal teams, who are more often focused on prod-
uct knowledge transfer, we position ourselves as providing comple-
mentary sales context, buyer recognition and engagement for sellers, 
and progressive sales training methods.  We focus on how to recog-
nize, engage, qualify, conduct sales discovery and close sales deals 
in the real world.  In short, how to best position and sell your solution!

In comparison to individuals offering enablement services, we offer 
our systematic planning framework and methodology.  We are not old 
‘sales lags’ trying to get a gig, we’re offering an approach that is or-
ganized and scales.  You can read more about our progressive meth-
odology and framework in our e-Book.

 RETURN ON INVESTMENT & BUSINESS CASE 

The return on investment of sales enablement is clearest for sales 
teams with growth or turnover problems in the team itself or in man-
agement, when the company is entering new markets for the first time 
or when sales become stagnant.
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How do you build a successful business case to make a strategic in-
vestment in Sales Enablement?   The stakes can be high.  Depending 
on the size of your sales organization, a comprehensive Sales Enable-
ment program investment can range up to hundreds of thousands of 
dollars.  Given the costs, it is imperative to build a compelling busi-
ness case that justifies the investment.

There are several key business drivers behind why you should invest, 
and sound math behind each one of these that impact your top and 
bottom line revenues.   There are the five core business case 
elements:
• Compressing lengthy new sales rep ramp up cycle.
• Improving sales win rates.
• Reducing sales rep attrition.
• Growing average deal size.
• Compressing lengthy sales cycles.

• Successfully transitioning to enterprise sales

We lay out a model business case in our e-Book.
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USE OUR EXPERIENCE

COMPANY BACKGROUND

True Sales Results provides progressive enterprise sales enablement 
and B2B demand generation services. 

Our customers range from start-ups going-to-market for the first time 
with a new product or service, to rapidly growing scale-up and chang-
ing Fortune 1000 companies that want progressive approaches to en-
gage their customers and sell more effectively. 

Our experience in enterprise 
sales and unique blend of inte-

grated sales and marketing services produces the best results. 

We’ve been in business for over eight years and have worked with 
scores of innovative B2B technology companies.  We’ve developed, 
delivered sales enablement content and trained over 10,000 sales 
reps globally.  We’ve been recognized as one of the top sales enable-
ment resources in the world by an objective source.

We’ve grown every year and our primary source of new business 
leads come from word of mouth referrals.  We have experience work-
ing with customers that provide a diverse set of technologies and serv-
ices ranging from cloud, mobile, big data, healthcare, predictive ana-
lytics, decision modeling, open source to patent Insurance, financial 
services, security and social media platforms for the enterprise.

OUR SERVICES

Sales Enablement

We don’t train, rather we enable your sales team to engage and sell 
more effectively.  
• We’ll identify the key sales capabilities needed to engage your pros-

pects and customers. 
• We’ll work through the stories that your sales team needs to tell by 

stakeholder to resonate and elicit an emotional response .



• We’ll rapidly capture the tribal knowledge from your top performers 
through our unique field sales discovery process.  

• We’ll then write and propagate new content at lightening speed us-
ing progressive methods such as real-time online video, ongoing 
rinse-and-repeat virtual sessions, face-to-face workshop deep dives 
and your sales kickoffs (SKOs) .. all designed to make your reps pro-
ductive as quickly as humanly possible.   

• Your sales team, including managers are certified via an end-to-end 
mock customer scenario bootcamp.  

We’ve won rave reviews for our work and been nominated for several 
sales enablement best practices awards.  We’ve also presented to 
large audiences at prestigious conferences such as Sales 2.0.

Integrated Go To Market Demand Generation

We provide the gamut of integrated demand generation services, tai-
lored to blend in seamlessly with your existing sales & marketing infra-
structure.  From setting up your marketing automation and running 
your campaigns, to hiring and running specialized sales development 
teams on a “rent-to-own” basis.

We’re not a marketing agency.  We’re not a telesales meeting shop.  
We are solely focused on developing and adding qualified sales op-

portunity into your pipeline, delivered through combined sales and 
marketing campaigns and execution.

We’ve competed head to head against meeting shops and have con-
sistently outperformed them.  We’ve built qualified sales opportunity 
pipelines in the aggregate of hundred of millions of dollars.  We’ve de-
signed, developed and executed successful outbound demand gen 
campaigns leveraging the latest technology such as interactive video, 
surveys, and compelling calls to action.

We’ve created and delivered from scratch webinars with over 1,000 
enterprise stakeholders participating.  We’ve built tailored enterprise 
IT buyer databases from scratch and successfully engaged and 
helped drive to closure net new F1000 enterprise customers for our 
clients.

Our sales development resources (SDRs) are custom sourced and 
trained by us for each of our clients based on who you sell to. We 
uniquely provide the “rent-to-own” option, whereby you can convert 
for a fee any of our SDRs that proved their performance during our en-
gagement to full time employees.

If your sales pipeline is lagging, check us out for a fresh way to 
invigorate your demand generation and fill your sales pipeline 
with qualified sales opportunities.
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A CASE STUDY

A software security company that had grown from angel investment to 
$150M in revenues in seven years was facing a new set of problems 
they knew they they could not address in the same “old ways.”

With stock vesting and an acquisition by a major vendor in the cards, 
they were rapidly hiring new sales team members to replace A player 
stars and realized that the ramp up was taking ten months or more.  Ad-
ditionally, many existing sales reps were not making their new quotas 
and the company was relying on the same few top performers to close 
big deals and blow out their quotas,  This clearly wasn’t wise or scale-
able.

At the same time, the market for security was changing.  With all the pub-
lic focus on security software, they needed to transition from from a tacti-
cal “tool” sale with an ASP of $40-$50K to an multi-year consultative solu-
tion sales process in the hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars 
per year.

Prior attempts to develop an enablement program, led by product mar-
keting, were considered a failure.  An existing “sales enablement portal” 
full of hundreds of documents was hardly used but constantly fed.

The prior program had also been product driven and did not address 
how the sales team needed to engage and sell more effectively.  

True Sales Results came in and rapidly identified and codified 

best practice sales process in a series of sales guides aligned with their 
“Buyer’s Journey.”   This highlighted the need to engage with and sell 
effectively to more senior executives across organizations with much 
higher budgets and authority.  The company also needed to figure out 
how to credibly align themselves with new strategic corporate initiatives 
in Fortune 1000 companies as part of their selling efforts.

Based on the new sales processes in the guides, and working with sub-
ject matter experts and local sales leaders as team coaches, True 
Sales Results then rolled out an annual enablement training program.  
The program was varied and included bi-monthly training sessions with 
online lessons, videos and short tests.  It also transformed the training 
around bi-annual sales meetings and quarterly business reviews into 
useful, even fun, workshops where the sales team worked through sce-
narios and their own deals to find better ways to succeed.  It culminated 
in  a ‘boot camp’ where all new sales team members have to prove their 
skills in an end to end sales process.  

The impact on their sales was dramatic.  Ramp up time was cut dramati-
cally with consistency and improvement in their selling effectiveness.  
Here are just some of their quantifiable results:

• Grew revenues by 40%, while adding 45 new sales team members

• Increased average deal size by 50%

• Reduced new sales rep attrition to 4%
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REPRESENTATIVE TSR CLIENTS



HOW WE ENGAGE

TYPICAL HOW TO 
RECOGNIZE

SMART 
QUESTIONS SPIN SIGNALS

COO

Chief Revenue Officer

CSO

VP of Sales

CMO

VP of Marketing

VP of Product Marketing

Director of Sales Enablement

VP/Director of SalesOps

New person in charge that 
recognizes the need for 
strategic sales enablement

New market, new product or 
service, aggressive new sales 
goals

Stagnant sales

Inefficient enablement program 
or people

Chatter about sales inefficiency

Evidence of long ramp up times

Not making the numbers due to 
sales skills gaps (e.g,. tactical 
selling, unable to engage, lots 
of no decisions, inability to tell 
an effective story)

What is your confidence level 
for achieving your revenue 
goals this year?  

What challenges are you facing 
from a sales execution 
perspective?  How is that 
impacting the business?

How long does it take to ramp 
up your new hires?  Do you 
have an efficient process for 
doing that?

What % of your sales reps 
achieve quota? What is your 
sales rep attrition rate?

Are you satisfied with your win 
rates? 

Situation - company has a big 
sales number and ineffective  
sales enablement.

Pain - unachievable revenue 
goals and need to do 
something quickly. Pain 
outweighs current ‘status quo’ 
alternative.

Implications - the decision 
maker most invested in 
achieving the sales goal 
realizes they can’t achieve it   
without changing the way they 
sell.

Needs-Payoff - huge financial 
implications of better sales 
productivity or new hire ramp 
up against company goals.



BUT DON’T JUST BELIEVE US ..
HTTP://TRUESALESRESULTS.COM/ENABLEMENT

http://truesalesresults.com/enablement
http://truesalesresults.com/enablement
http://truesalesresults.com/enablement
http://truesalesresults.com/enablement

